Bosch Building Integration System (BIS) Access Control Integration

Boost your Bosch BIS
Access Control System with Visual AI

Create a safer and better access experience in your facility

Easily integrate Oosto’s Touchless Access Control with your existing Bosch BIS* system and camera infrastructure to utilize Oosto's unique AI technology. The system's intelligent vision capabilities ensure that your facility is safe while easing your building access operations at all times.

Take your Bosch BIS to the Next Level

1. **Rapid and reliable deployment.**
   Integrate easily, keeping your existing Access Control and hardware infrastructure.

2. **Frictionless recognition.**
   Unlock doors directly through the AC management system with recognition software that identifies a person instantly.

3. **Personnel import and export.**
   Import and export all Personnel from Bosch BIS to Oosto, including group import.

For more information please contact us at info@oosto.com

*Bosch BIS v4.7 and v8